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The latest generation of Chinese-built
bikes are closer than ever to their Japanese rivals in terms of ride, quality and
spares back-up, an MCN investigation
has revealed.
MCN road tested a cross-section
of the latest Chinese runarounds and
found they performed almost as well
as a leading Japanese competitor, with
far fewer compromises in quality than
only three years ago.
Our investigation into spares back-up
also showed that the Chinese marques
had vastly improved, with the main importers now offering next day delivery
on all common components. This is in
stark contrast to only a few years ago
when stories of non-existent spares
back-up were commonplace.
Perhaps inevitably, then, Chinese
bikes are grabbing an ever bigger chunk
of the UK market. In 2009 13% of all new
bikes registered with the DVLA were
from Chinese manufacturers a total of
13,048 bikes. By comparison Triumph
sold barely half as many – 7450 units – in
the UK over the same period.
But what are you getting for your
money? And the Chinese manufacturers’ reputations for poor quality and
relibility still warranted today? To find
out we decided to pit three of the bestselling Chinese bikes against a popular
Japanese rival: in this case Japan’s Suzuki
DR125SM. Here’s what we found...
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Suzuki DR125SM - £2899
The typical Japanese
beginners' bike: high
quality but pricey

LexMoTo xTR S 125 - £1199.99
Decent-looking, good parts backup and cheap. Half Suzuki's price
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Lexmoto xTR S 125, £1199.99
£1200 may seem like a bargain price, but
the XTR isn’t the cheapest bike Lexmoto
offer. That title is shared between the Arrow and Vixen models, yours for £849.99
apiece – that’s an entire bike for the price
of an aftermarket exhaust system.
Before we come to the XTR’s surprising strengths, let’s deal with some fairly
disconcerting flaws: a missing end-plate
off the chain adjuster, a mysterious nut
rattling around in the underseat compartment, a gearchange that wouldn’t
select neutral with the engine running,
a peeling sticker, a dowright porky pie
‘ABS’ sticker on the front brake caliper,
and the curious instruction: ‘Don’t ride
after drinking wine’ on the fuel tank
warning label (see picture top right).
So far, so budget. But at £1199.99 it
becomes easy to forgive these mostly
aesthetic frailties and embrace the XTR
as a kooky bargain. That’s certainly

the effect it had on MCN testers Steve
(highly experienced commuter) and
Trev (road tester for 20 years). The joy
of the Lexmoto XTR is that while riding
it you can forget its niggling flaws and
start to enjoy a very affordable way to get
around. The engine’s nothing special,
and it’s certainly not a pleasant sounding thing, but it is a 125cc four-stroke
that’ll get you moving up to legal speeds
in comfort and safety.

Lexmoto LSM125, £1599.99
The LSM125 is a perfectly reasonable 125
learner/commuter, but its performance
styling is only skin deep – it’s not a mad
supermoto performer, it just looks like
one. Without the budget appeal of its
cheaper brother, the LSM125’s flaws

seem less forgivable. It’s not a bad bike
– it runs well, and gives a comfortable
ride, with mirrors, pegs and saddle all
in the right place – but it’s also not a
particularly memorable one.
Only one of our testers had anything
very glowing to say about the LSM once
we’d got back to the warmth of the MCN
office.
On the plus side, however, the LSM
does boast a couple of neat design features
which would have been unheard of on
a Chinese bike a few years ago including some neat, little, diamond-shaped
indicators.
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Three trailies, one
roadster, but can you
spot the Japanese one?

